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MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE

ABSTRACT 

Museums are public structures which are the witnesses of moments from past to 

present with artifacts they conserve and they carry an educational mission by passing 

through the social culture from one generation to another. As museums are in 

progress , new meanings have been loaded and  new types of museums have emerged 

as well as the number of museums has increased. Mission of museums has changed, 

instead of carrying a traditional role of being an artifact collection and exhibition, 

they undertake a dynamic and educational mission. Museology approach and 

museum structures undergo change via this new museology approach. Big, old 

palaces or historical places have been replaced by modern and minimal structures 

within time. Today, old and abandoned factory buildings, warehouses and various 

managements have been converted into museum buildings. Alongside, smaller 

houses or buildings are being converted into museum buildings. 

This thesis, with a title, Space Design at Museums and A The Museum Of 

Innocence discusses the change in space organization and design of museums in 

timeline over an example. The Museum of Innocence is a fictional example for  

transformation of  time to space of a literary work.  

The thesis consists of four main chapters, the first one explains the history and 

development process of the museology and museum.  

In the second chapter, space organizations at museums are discussed, interior design 

principles of museums are examined. 

The third chapter analyses the Museum of Innocent as an example for a museum 

with a different approach.  

In the fourth chapter, a questionnaire is conducted in order to evaluate the 
communication among museum, visitors and designers. According to the results of 
the questionnaire, it is seen that space planning issues affect perception of visitors. 
The survey shows that the museum is designed according to the general fiction of the 
novel. 
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